
The story of Androyus!  

An eagle swiftly flew by a worried figure on a breathless 

horse. The figure was exhausted, he had traveling 

through the gloomy and windy mountains. His short brown 

hair blended in with the darkness, his spectacular blue 

eyes glistened in the moon light while his shimmering 

silver cape stood out against a dark light.  

 

The gloomy woods surrounded the lone figure on a horse 

and a glistening lake. It looked as if loads of bodies had 

died in the lake of sorrow. There bright lights almost like 

ghosts. The misty fog was as creepy as creepy can get.  

A bright light shone through a forest filled with trees and 

ancient symbols. Then all of a sudden rain came down 

because he was on the top of a great hill. He started to 

make the horse ride faster and faster until he entered 

smoke and somewhere that looked like the underworld. 

The figure saw a light and followed it… 

Then there in front of him was a long bridge that looked 

like a ribcage of an ancient dinosaur. The lone figure on a 

brave horse felt his cape vibrating. He looked around all 

that he could see was a deserted landscape. There spiky 

arches under the bridge. After that they trotted on. 



They came to an arched door with more ancient symbols 

on. Then entered the forbidden castle. Down the stairs 

they went. Suddenly the door dramatically closed behind 

them. The horse whinnied from fright, then everything 

went pitch black. 

After they entered the forbidden castle there was a long 

spiral stair case with spikes. Finally he had reached the 

bottom and he and the horse then almost fell into a deep 

pool of magical water. After passing the lake he saw a 

bright light and creepy statues of strange creatures. With 

curiosity he jumped off his horse back and took a 

mysterious person off his horse. Then he walked the 

person over to a stone table and took off the blanket. It 

was a girl, her skin shimmered in the sunlight. After her 

rescuer stared at the beautiful girl with desperation 

because this was his one true love.  

 

After putting her under the stone table witch he had heard 

from the legend, magic started to form a love potion. It 

came from above the stone table. It came from above her 

dead body, but some dark demons to rise from the 

underworld. However the brave figure, Androyus, reacted 

quickly and took out his sword. This was no ordinary 

sword but the sword of light. At that point the creepy 



creatures disappeared because there shone a blinding 

light. Androyus felt full of hope that he would bring the 

love of his life back safely and he wouldn’t let anything or 

anyone stop him. 

Suddenly Androyus heard thunder than a loud voice 

boomed “Hmm? So you are the one with the sword of 

light”. 

“Are you Hades?” asked Androyus anxiously. 

“Yes,” the voice beamed, “you are mortal?” he shouted. 

“I know. But please help me, my girlfriend was sacrificed 

he soul was taken from a dreadful curse!” He wimped. 

“Ha a soul that is taken may not be returned.” Said Hades, 

“Unless you have the sword of light witch you do it is 

possible. But I will need something in return first.”  

“What do I have to do?” Asked Androyus bravely. 

“Well you must destroy that statue of coloseye. Then I will 

bring her soul back,” He beamed. 

“But where is this beast?” Asked Androyus. 

“Follow the sun and you will see,” Replied the voice and 

with that he disappeared.  

So of Androyus went to find the stone creature. 

When he entered a dead end he knew that he was in the 

right place because the sun ended here. So Androyus 

took out his sword and climbed walls, then jumped from 

gap to gap until got to the creature… The creature was 

humongous, it obvious was a male. He was bulky with 

plants and rocks that were covered all on him. Coloseye 

held a massive bolder and wore a lot of iron, some on his 

back and some on his arms. The beast hade 2 bulky arms 

and 2 huge legs. When coloseye walked dirt and dust flew 



into the air and broke the ground. Then Androyus used 

the monsters huge brown fur to climb up to reach the 

back of its knee and stabbed his knee cab so that the 

beast bent down for Androyus to climb up. Unfortunately 

the beast got back up and tried to shake him off. But 

Androyus was strong enough to get back up again. Then 

Androyus shouted”321” and with that the beast was dead. 

Androyus held the beasts black soul and dropped to the 

floor. With that Androyus teleported back his horse was 

waiting for him at the ancient temple and so was the love 

of his life. Androyus quickly put the soul back in her and to 

hiss surprise she was ALIVE! 

 

BY AMY.  

 


